**Neither**
by Airlie Anderson
When you’re neither, where do you fit in? Travel to the Land of All, where everyone is welcome! (Ages 2 – 6)

**Love Makes a Family**
by Sophie Beer
Families come in all shapes and sizes, but the one thing they all have in common is love. This board book has simple text and colorful illustrations that invite conversation. (Baby – Age 3)

**Daddy and Dada**
by Ryan Brockington
Rumi shares about her family of five and notices how all the families she knows are different from each other. Encourages math talk while celebrating differences. (Ages 2 – 8)

**Fred Gets Dressed**
by Peter Brown
Fred might never get dressed! That is until he peeks into Mom and Dad’s closet and then the whole family joins in the fun of getting Fred dressed. (Ages 3 – 6)

**Rainbow: A First Book of Pride**
by Michael Genhart
Bright colors and happy families fill this book that celebrates LGBTQIA+ pride and tells the meaning behind each rainbow stripe on the flag. (Ages 2 – 5)

**Bathe the Cat**
by Alice B. Ginty
Written for busy families everywhere, this book is filled with nonsensical rhymes and a frenzied day of housework that will have you laughing through every page! (Ages 3 – 5)

**Families, Families, Families!**
by Suzanne Lang
Cute and silly animals accompany fun, rhyming text that demonstrates the shared love within families. (Grades K – 2)

**All Are Welcome**
by Alexandra Penfold
This school welcomes all regardless of race, religion, or background. Kids are reassured that school is a place of kindness, inclusivity, and diversity. (Ages 3 – 8)

**Adventures with My Daddies**
by Gareth Peter
Reading books together opens our eyes and imaginations to new worlds and experiences. Join this family of adventurers as they journey through stories together and share their own story of becoming a family. (Ages 4 – 8)

**You Matter**
by Christian Robinson
When children feel loved and supported, they can focus on the important work of learning about their world. This book is a thoughtful reminder that we all matter. (Ages 4 – 8)

**Not Quite Narwhal**
by Jessie Sima
Kelp has always known he was different from the other narwhals, and one day a surprising discovery helps him learn something new about himself. (Ages 4 – 7)

**Pride Puppy!**
by Robin Stevenson
Pride Puppy is on the loose! This colorful and lively alphabet story details a family’s Pride parade adventures. Have fun finding the images on the pages that match each letter. (Ages 4 – 6)

**It’s Okay to Be a Unicorn**
by Jason Tharp
Cornelius J. Sparklesteed is known for his creative handmade hats, but he is hiding a secret under his own tall, pointy hat. Will he find the courage to reveal his unique self to his friends? (Ages 3 – 9)

**Grandad’s Camper**
by Harry Woodgate
A heartwarming story about a girl and her grandad as they work together to create new memories after being inspired by the memory of a loved one. (Ages 4 – 8)